
Pt. 3 Restoration of the Creation Covenant Calendar 
The King’s Shadow! 

3/9/24. 
 

 
As we endeavor to expose the fallacy of keeping a calendar that is devised by man, 
which, by the way, is easy to spot, providing one understands that the key to 
unmasking such forgery lies in whether the calendar has to be ‘adjusted’ regularly 
by either intercalations (Adding days) or extracalations (Subtracting days). Sadly, 
both lunar/solar and lunar based calendars suffer from the above! That being said, 
based on the above, some argue it is impossible to adhere to a 360-day Creation 
Covenant Calendar while there is at present, a 365.24-day solar year! Frankly, we 
can prove without doubt, that not only was the Melchizedek Creation Covenant 
Calendar adhered to by Yahshua, but the Temple Priests of His day kept it as well, 
all the while, within an over-arching 365.25-day year!  
 
Recently, we were accused by a Hebrew Roots Teacher of being crazy: He stated 
that you cannot keep a true 360-day calendar unless you merely ‘observe’ it until 
there is a literal change in the year’s length! My goodness! Isn’t that an intelligent 
argument? [Sarcasm mineJ] Let’s look at this word ‘observe’ in Hebrew. 
 

• Observe, H#8104, רמש , Shamar - to hedge about, guard, observe, preserve, 
regard, to keep watch! It is used first in Gen. 2:15 where man is placed into 
Eden and instructed to dress, H#5647, דבע , Avad and keep - Shamar – the 
garden. Curiously, the word Avad is connected to religious worship while 
Shamar points to a diligent observation or set time kept in adherence to that 
religious devotion. What most fail to grasp here is that GAN EDEN can 
literally be translated as “Garden of Appointed Times”. Thus, Adam’s first 
instruction is in regard to a diligent Religious Observance – Avad - of Fixed 
Appointed Times – Shamar! Well now, what calendar do you suppose such 
events were, and still are, connected too? 

 
To add another layer of confirmation, note the numeric values of the two combined 
words – Shamar and Avad – 616, the same as the Hebrew name of Moshe’s father-
in-law Jethro – Yitro, whose name indicates – ‘That or HE who remains’ - the 
Remnant, an excellence: While always pointing to the responsibility of the 
Birthright of the Firstborn! The idea formed here is not one of a portion left at the 
end, but rather, a chosen selection representing the Whole that will unite the whole 
at the end! It is my opinion that Yitro would have kept the Melchizedek Creation 



Calendar according to the teaching of his grandfather Abraham while guarding Mt. 
Sinai in the Land of Midian the ancient site of Gan Eden! (Author’s opinion) This 
is, without doubt, the purpose of This Remnant – To Avad and Shamar – those 
same Divine Appointments, and it is entirely our responsibility to follow the 
Melchizedek Creation Covenant Calendar in order to diligently observe them! 
Thus, to assuage any concerns – Yes -You can observe them based upon a fixed, 
immutable 360-day Creation Covenant Calendar that fits currently inside the 
365.25 model! I know, I know, skepticism is the catalyst for Revival – Right? 
Bwhahahahaha, absolutely not! 
 

Anecdotal Evidence Proving the Existence of a Current 360-day Calendar. 
 

Previously, we’ve exhumed testimony corroborating the dual witness to the 
existence of such a calendar that is found both in the Written Torah (Moshe’s 
dictation) and that 2nd Witness which is the Message of the Stars. As we expand our 
research, we’re presenting tentacular (Pun intended, wait for it) connections 
revealed in several, wholly ignored sources. One of which, is the association of the 
Cyclical Creation Covenant Calendar with the Cycles of the Zodiacal heavens; the 
pattern after which the Tent of Meeting was purposely designed! Congruently, we 
find the Mo’edim or Holy Convocations being addressed in Gen. 1:14 along with 
their purpose and the specific ‘Lights’ that were to regulate them.  
 
Perhaps, following this line of thought, one should ask, why was the Wilderness 
Tabernacle – or Mishkan – most often referred to as: The Tent of Meeting or Ohel 
Mo’ed, rather than the latter? Frankly, Mishkan conveys the idea of a dwelling 
place, while Mo’ed strongly hints that the inherent PURPOSE of this dwelling was 
to serve as the source of an intentionally devised appointment timetable 
functioning as the means for THE CHOSEN ONES to meet the Creator at fixed, 
intimately specified times at this dwelling. The Tent models Gan Eden, while Israel 
– You and I included - are charged with dressing and keeping it! 
 
Given that this Tent’s architectural design and its’ furnishings occupy 4 complete 
chapters in the Exodus account and its’ influence felt throughout Scripture, you 
would figure that more scholarly attention would be given its’ design which one 
would assume reveals its’ purpose as being far more than simply a Skin Shanty that 
merits little attention. Especially, in lieu of the coming 3rd-Temple, that will 
purportedly, at least according to most, be designed in the Tent’s pattern! But Wait 
there’s more! What if the TENT wasn’t a rectangle or box structure, would 
discovering that suffice as initiative to dig deeper? What would that mean for those 
rabidly embracing the Rectangular 3rd-Temple design and the forged Lunar 



Calendar that regulates it? Further, what would be our objective or motive if what 
we believe was true regarding a circular designed structure?  
 
In our efforts to do just that and dig deeper - as we currently approach the Spring 
Convocations – we ask: Why would YHVH choose to call attention to changing 
Israel’s lunar based calendar back to the Creation Covenant Calendar which 
occurred simultaneously with the erection of this Tent - if it were not that the 
calendar change was to be consistent with the design and function of the Tent? 
Please Note: Exodus 12:2 [This month shall be unto you the beginning of months; 
it shall be the first month of the year to you] It is clear that this decision would 
once again, inaugurate these Spring Holy Convocations at their original created 
times for Israel. Our sacred duty then obligates us to consider the form and 
function of the tent in regard to the timing of this event. In doing so we find the 
Creator instructing Moshe to mysteriously use two distinct names for the same 
place – The Mishkan or Tent: [On the first day of the first month shalt thou set up 
the tabernacle – Mishkan - of the Tent of the Congregation – Mo’ed] Ex. 40:2  
 
Now, why set up the Tent/Tabernacle at this specific season if it were not to 
precisely Calibrate or orient the Dwelling place – The Mishkan - as a convenient 
location provided specifically at this Calendar Change as the medium for 
rehearsing/keeping the appointed times? In addition, why the need to refer to the 
Tent after the second Name - the TENT OF THE MO’ED – unless and except its’ 
design and setup was for authenticating the commencement of the Beginning of the 
Year/Month and their Set-Times, all the while establishing the occasion(s) 
necessary for hosting each subsequent intimate encounter?  
 
Consequently, if The Tent would serve as a means of hosting and setting the 
SCHEDULING of these Appointed Times, then, it stands to reason that Elohiym 
by reorienting the Calendar […Beginning of months…] would as He was wont, be 
providing Israel with a daily, physical reference of what must have already existed 
– Creations’ original well-known Calendar - a stationary and stable guide in the 
heavens, while creating in the earth a 2nd witness as both a fixed and MOBLE 
model in the Tent that would allow a precise calendar as well as, a device to 
determine longitudinal/latitudinal positioning to occur in the Wilderness? 
Therefore, it makes perfect sense that the Tent of Meeting – Mo’edim – would 
intentionally be erected in a manner aligning it exactly or ‘after the pattern’ of its’ 
identical Twin – the SOLAR AND STELLAR LIGHTS – who unquestionably 
regulated The MO’ED after which this same TENT is named! It cannot be argued 
but that they are indubitably, cyclical in nature in their heavenly setting! How 



apropos then, to call it a Tent, H#168, להא , O’hel - whose root indicates to exhibit 
a shining, vibrating appearance! Let me ask you – how would you describe a 
star??? 
 
To frame it delicately, a rectangle or square tent just doesn’t work right, or is it 
only me? Wouldn’t that be similar to trying to fit a SQUARE PEG – TENT – 
INTO A ROUND HOLE – ZODIACAL HEAVENS? Let’s pause a sec…I 
anticipated argument here, hence starting our discussion by stating that all 
currently adhered to Solar – Solar/Lunar calendars that intercalate or extracalate 
days are forgeries - especially the Enochian and Zadok! Only a 360-day Creation 
Covenant Calendar with the correct Beginning and End, i.e. Alef-Tav – Owth or 
Sign as its Backbone or Etsem – Tree of Life can be trusted. The Alef-Tav of the 
Zodiacal heavens being their beginning and end – demonstrated in the 
Constellational Signs of Aryeh/Leo and Bethulah/Virgo. I must then, expose the 
beginnings or source of such confusion. We’ll do so in stages. Foremost… 
 

Greater and Lesser Lights 
 

Please allow me to redirect you back to Gen. 1:14-18. And Elohiym said, Let there 
be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let 
them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years: And let them be for 
lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth: And it was so. 
And Elohiym made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser 
light to rule the night: he made the stars also. And Elohiym set them in the 
firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth, And to rule over the day and 
over the night, and to divide the light from the darkness: And Elohiym saw that it 
was good.  
 

Time to Set Your Religious Paradigms Aside… 
 

Now may not be a good time to suggest the above, yet if you cannot question what 
you’ve been taught in the past or what your current ‘Pastors and Teachers’ 
espouse, then perhaps you’re not a viable candidate for consideration as the Bride 
of Messiah, for she is about to be tasked with subjecting the Enemies of Messiah 
and bringing them to His feet. Oh, but wait, isn’t that fortuitously depicted in Rev. 
12 where the Sun Clothed Woman crowned with 12 stars is shown with the Moon 
(Lunar, Lunar/Solar calendars, moon worship) subjugated under her feet? An 
action which will, without doubt, provoke the Dragon to hysteria? Why? He 



initiated the keeping a wrong calendar and is about to get a rude awakening as his 
forgery is unveiled and his days shortened! 
 
Make no mistake, it is the restoration of the Creation Covenant Calendar and those 
adhering to it, that will announce to the RELIGIOUS WORLD who the BRIDE of 
Messiah truly is! Harsh I know! I am sorry, but Truth Seeking requires Sobriety! 
Let’s get back on track… 
 
If you look at the Hebrew text and sentence structure of Gen.1:14-16 above – NO 
MENTION – is made of the MOON in regard to light upon the earth, or as a means 
to divide light from darkness in any fashion - NONE! As a matter of fact, the 
foundation of most ‘Lunar Calendars’ exists upon the deliberate mistranslation of 
the Hebrew word Chodesh, H#2320, שדח , most frequently rendered as ‘New 
Moon’, when in fact, it indicates the beginning of a new MONTH, an event which 
simply cannot be determined by either the conjunction, sliver or full moon. In fact, 
if we adhere to a lunar calendar based upon the time elapsing between successive 
new moons or other phases (A Lunation) a total of 12 lunations would only equal 
354 days as juxtaposed to the 365.25 forcing the necessity for intercalations! The 
months can only by determined by witnessing the Vernal Equinox – Spring 
Shadow ending that year with the next dawning/day initiating a new year and 
subsequently setting in motion the counting of the 1st months’ 30-days!  
 
The Law of First Reference for Time Reckoning sets precedent: There can be no 
doubt, the First Week of Creation began WITHOUT THE MENTION OF A 
MOON – thereby - WHOLLY DISQUALIFYING THE MOON AS A 
REGULATORY TIMEKEEPER in any capacity! In fact, the first, unquestionable 
mention of the moon uses the Hebrew word – H#3394, חרי , Yareach, the most 
distinctive Hebrew Word that can clearly be attributed to it – and is found in Gen. 
37:9 where the Sun, moon and 11- stars bow to Joseph, an incident occurring over 
2,000 years from the Creation Covenant Calendar assuming creation of Adam at 
4,000 BC!  
 
To better understand, note: Gen. 1:16 has two key words italicized in the KJV text: 
‘he made’… Let’s examine the text: … and the lesser light to rule the night: he 
made the stars also…V’et-h’ma’owr h’qatan lememshalote h’lailah v’et 
h’kokavim.  
 
There are several key issues with the KJV DELIBERATE MIStranslation: First, 
ma’owr is translated in its’ singular form rather than ma’owrah – feminine. This 



leads to one thinking that it was a SINGULAR LUMINARY i.e. ‘the moon’. 
However, it actually indicates the collective LIGHT – ma’owr – with the Mem 
prefix indicating this light as originating from the original light released at 
CREATION’s inception and launching the daily cycle! The following word for 
rule: Memshalote – plural of memshala – points toward multiple sources of that 
original LIGHT ruling the night. It is worth noting that the root of memshala – 
Mashal, hints at the comparison of things as a rule of measurement, and also a 
proverb or PARABLE! These Light Fixtures truly MEASURE TIME providing an 
everlasting heavenly maxim on the LAWFUL exercise of the Priestly Right of the 
First Born, after the Order of Melchizedek - to approach the Throne Room of 
Creation! 
 
Finally, the italicized ‘he made’ doesn’t exist in the Hebrew. The text should read: 
…the greater light to rule the day and also the lesser lights to rule the night and to 
divide light from darkness! 
 

Moon Worship? 
 

In deference to the KJV LUNACY – [Pun intended] to translate Gen.1:14 properly 
destroys the Lunar Calendar devotees. You cannot find anywhere that the Moon 
would regulate any Holy convocation. This setting of the Month’s beginning or the 
timing of any festival, including the Sabbath, as being related to either 
Conjunction, the Sliver or Full moon is without doubt proven to have been born 
out of Babylonian Moon Worship! One should ask why ancient depictions of the 
Golden Calf have a Crescent Moon upon its’ head. Before going further, this is not 
to discount the Ordinances of the Moon which allow its gravitational pull to act as 
a hydraulic pump on all the waters of the earth, indispensably effecting seedtime 
and harvest! But never time keeping! 
 

The Tent - of Instruction and Steering 
 
What purpose then, did the Tent’s architecture and the launch of its’ inaugural 
coronation have to do with the Timing of the 1st of the Month here in Ex. 12:2? 
Time doesn’t permit us to delve deep enough here to satisfy some I’m sure, but I 
refer you to the Expert on the Subject: Andrew Hoy of https://project314.org/ I will 
say, my own studies led me to believe that the Tent would, of necessity, had to have 
2-doorways or openings specifically oriented due East and West. To which, 
Andrew supplied overwhelming architectural proof.  
 



Candidly, it should come as no surprise that these two doors would face East and 
West respectively, perfectly aligning themselves and allowing for determination of 
the exact Timing of the Spring and Fall Equinoxes! Moreover, with the Courtyard 
surrounding the Circular Tent, the purpose of the outer courtyard fence railing, 
situated at just above eye level, would have allowed the measure of various 
positional/clock synchronizations, to a fraction of a degree on the compass, 
according to the angular position of both the sun at dawn and evening! Moreover, 
one could easily determine the Divine Appointments scheduling by the fixed 
shadow or Tequfah shot like an arrow through the Tent! Why is this important?  
 
That is simple: To truly have a United Bride who enters the Marriage Chambers at 
the Same Correct Time World-Wide within a 24-hour period. This is demonstrated 
by the Tequfah as the sun rises due east and according to Ps. 19:6 follows a perfect 
arc setting due west. [His (The Sun) going forth is from the end of the heaven, and 
his circuit, H#8622 הפוקת , Tequfah, unto the ends of it: And there is nothing hid 
from the heat thereof] 
 
The Hebrew word Tequfah is interesting. The Tav prefix indicates 3rd-person, 
future tense: ‘You shall, he shall’, leaving us with the root. The Strong’s has it as 
naqaph, indicating to go round. Yet, I contend the root is Qoph – The same as the 
Hebrew letter. Ancient paleo depictions of this letter indicate it represented the Sun 
at the horizon as it began its’ journey! I have rotated the picture for clarity where 
the line bisects the Circle forming ‘The Way’ - the path of Repentance/Teshuvah – 
i.e. the ‘Yearly Return’ that follows the same pattern as the Shadow or Tequfah! 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Phoenician_qoph.svg#/media/File:Phoen

ician_qoph.svg public domain 
 

We must remember the reason for creating Adam and Chavah was in order that the 
Seed or LIGHT of Elohiym be released into them producing Sons! How apropos, 
that the Hebrew letter Qoph represents the Constellational Sign of Virgo – 
Bethulah - capturing in eternity the release of the Promised Seed of Light into the 
Bride - that is reenacted daily and yearly (At the Tequfah) as the Dawn welcomes 
the advent of that Light! Bethulah is shown stretched out in a supine position upon 
the Ecliptic or path of the Sun in a ‘birthing pose’ - the only one of the 12-Signs 
that does so! All others are situated vertically or standing in relation to the 
Sun/King/Messiah! The Tequfah or Shadow represents the SEED of CREATION 
being implanted in the Womb of the Bride birthing the LIGHT and fulfilling, on a 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Phoenician_qoph.svg#/media/File:Phoenician_qoph.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Phoenician_qoph.svg#/media/File:Phoenician_qoph.svg


constant cycle, the edict of Gen. 1:3 AND ELOHIYM SAID, LET THERE BE 
LIGHT: AND THERE WAS LIGHT! Let there be light - רוא יהי  – Yehi Owr - has 
a value of 232, the same as H’Bechorah – the firstborn or blessing! It stands to 
reason that His Tabernacle would orient itself underneath that same Stellar Pattern! 
 
With that said, all our evidence suggests that: NO OTHER CALENDAR EXCEPT 
THE 360-day Melchizedek CREATION COVENAT CALENDAR WILL 
SUFFICE as the means for dressing and keeping the Garden of Appointed Times! 
All others intercalate or extracalate days! This amounts to ‘Adding to or taking 
away’. Please note the following scriptures which pronounce a curse for doing so: 
Rev. 22:18-19, Deut. 4:2, 12:32, Prov. 30:5-6, Gal. 1:6-9 and more! For these to 
have serious weight one must agree that the entire Redemption Plan of Elohiym 
was first written in the Heavens!  
 
Further corroborating the Creation Calendar, I found it fascinating that the Sages 
viewed this first month as the Month of Redemption based upon the language of 
Ex. 12:2 This month shall be the beginning of months: It shall be the first month of 
the year ‘lachem’ – to you or FOR YOU! This is the month of Redemption for you. 
Paradoxically, The Sages indicate Redemption as COMING OUT OF 
DARKNESS! Moreover, this month is also called Aviv, as in Ex. 13:4 H#24, ביבא . 
Most assume this word is indicating the Abiv or young ears found in the early 
spring harvest. Its origin does suggest being fresh, to put forth shoots, a freshness, 
and more aptly represents the FRESH OR NEW YEAR PUTTING FORTH ITS’ 
SHOOTS! If we break it apart, we have two interesting letter combinations: AV = 
father while Yod-Bet gives us a number – 12. Thus, Abiv is the Father of the 12-
months! Birthing those who, upon exiting the DARKNESS of winter and entering 
the LIGHT of DAY-SPRING become Children of the light. This event is 
determined solely by the Teshuva/Shadow, at the Tequfah’s Equinox! 
 
The total numeric value of Aviv – 15 – is the same as the root of Chavah – Eve, 
meaning to tell, declare, to show, to interpret, to breathe, and to live. How apropos 
that the ancient etymology of Chavah, describes a community living in a TENT! 
From Gen. 3:20 we gather the prophetic importance of the TENT OF MEETING, 
THE OHEL MO’ED – As Adam calls his Ishah – Chavah – The Mother of all 
Living: Thus, prophesying of the Holiest of Holies – The Tent Womb – The place 
of Divine Appointments where access to Elohiym could be had even though 
creation was cursed – made dark for their sin! Out of CHAVHA – THE SKIN 
TENT upon the appointed time, creation would release its’ light into the world. 
 



Why is the reference to Female gestational cycles important here? Because the 
forged calendars have made proper pregnancy-related calculations an educated 
guess. Were months determined by the Creation Covenant Cycle of 30-days and 
fixed by the Tequfah, we could return to a more accurate 270-day gestational cycle 
prediction, rather than the current 280! This is powerfully demonstrated and 
prophetically understood at the conception of Yahshua – The Light of the World – 
where, at the Festival of Hanukkah – a.k.a. Feast of Lights on the 25th day of the 
9th-month of Hebrew reckoning (Kislev) and His birth 270-days later probably at 
the timing of Equinox or Shadow ending the 6th Hebrew month of Elul whose 
constellational sign is Virgo - Bethulah – The Virgin Bride, she who bears the SUN 
after that shadow – equinox – has been marked beginning the 7th – month of Tishri! 
 

No Shadow of Turning? 
 

Summarily, the Tequfah casts its’ perfect – straight line – shadow twice per year 
during the Spring and Fall Equinox. Every day previous and after will demonstrate 
an increasing shadow curvature in opposite directions! Thus, upon seeing the 
Straight Shadow the end of the year/month occurs and the following day is the 1st-
day of the new month/year! Again, why should you care? Close is good enough 
right? 
 
Note: James 1:16,17 Do not err my beloved brethren. Every good gift and every 
perfect gift is from above, and cometh down from the Father of Lights, with whom 
is no variableness, neither shadow of turning! 
 
The Father of Lights is a euphemism for the Sun who casts a STRAIGHT 
SHADOW at the equinox or Tequfah. Any other day designated as starting a 
calendar gives you a curved shadow marking and is a FORGERY! The choice of 
the Greek word for turning, G5157, trope, specifically denotes the Mazzaroth or 
heavenly bodies! Remember, James was the Brother of Yahshua ben Nazareth. In 
past teachings we have proven that Nazareth could just as easily been translated 
Mazzaroth! Any forged calendar throws a counterfeit curve and prevents an 
accurate timing for intimacy with the King who never changes! Mal. 3:6, Heb. 
13:8. 
 

These are My Feasts 
 

Allow me to continue to shore up the need for a proper calculation of the Months’ 
and Years’ beginning. Look here at Lev.23:2 Speak unto the children of Israel, and 
say unto them, Concerning the feasts of YHVH, which you shall proclaim to be 



holy convocations, even these are my feasts. *Note the Bold words above. These 
were not in the original Hebrew text and later added in the KJV. Removing them 
makes the verse read: …The feasts of YHVH, which you shall proclaim holy 
convocations, these are MY feasts. 
 
Now, pay close attention to the word for feasts: H#4150, דעומ , mo’ed, once again, 
the same word used in Gen. 1:14 regarding SEASONS – a verse which clearly 
states that the Sun and the Stars – No mention of the moon – determine these Set 
Times! Thus, in considering the yearly or monthly start times for ALL of YHVH’s 
Mo’edim, you cannot observe them punctually apart from a true reckoning of the 
Year’s beginning and that CANNOT be calculated absent the Equinox Shadow of 
Teshuva on the Tequfah!  
 
Yes, NASA CANNOT BE DEPENDED ON! In fact, some believe that their ‘T-
Minus’ countdowns hint at their origin. T – being the minus or absent letter in 
Satan: SA-AN – with the NASA acronym rearranged. So, why would they be 
exact? 
 
Thankfully, you can adhere to the proper 360-day Melchizedek Covenant Calendar 
by watching for and Marking this shadow yourself, no matter where you are in the 
world, even while it is bracketed by a 365.25 solar year! More affirmation to 
follow… 

The Analemma 
 

While looking at the Tequfah, I found another interesting phenomena called the 
‘Analemma’. Most say it is Greek/Latin in origin and indicates a base, pedestal or 
footstool. Doesn’t it seem appropriate that Yahshua – The Sun – has the earth as 
His footstool! Thus, saith YHVH: The heaven is my throne, and the earth is My 
footstool: Where is the house that you build unto Me? And where is the place of My 
rest? Is. 66:1, Acts 7:49.  
 
The Hebrew word for footstool above is H#7272, לגר , regel, the foot, setting a 
pace or step, a journey, possession, a time. Time as in cadence, marching. 
Ironically, these same letters give us H#1486, לרג , goral, lots, to cast lots. This 
word figures prominently in the Book of Esther as Haman attempts to usurp the 
intended message of the stellar heavens on the first day of the Month. We feel this 
is crucial to understand as Esther, Daniel, Ezra, and possibly Nehemiah, and others 
colluded to obfuscate both the Hebrew Language which would also tend to the 
corruption of the Calendar coming out of Babylon and Persia.  



 
Analemma is actually a unique representation of the Sun’s Circuit seen daily at the 
same time and location. Where beginning at the Spring Equinox or Tequfah, it rises 
due east and travels north reaching its’ farthest northern stop at the Summer 
solstice where it travels back again rising due East during the Fall Tequfah and 
continues on to its uttermost Southern point at the timing of the Winter solstice! 
This ‘Circuit’ forms a unique FIGURE 8 PATTERN that is said to not exist 
anywhere in our universe except the Earth! Bisecting this figure 8 would be a 
straight line much like that of the equator splitting the circle. The Sun can clearly 
be seen crossing this line or plane twice yearly at the SHADOWS! You can prove 
this yourself by locating the sun each day at the same time and taking a picture as it 
travels its’ circuit! 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Analemma_Earth.png#filelinks public domain 
 

How apropos that the number 8 signified by the Hebrew letter ח represents New 
Beginnings and this peculiar phenomena Analemma, once again proves not only 
the significance of the Sun’s influence upon the Tequfah circuit and shadow at 
Equinox, but its’ reliability, as juxtaposed to the moon, as well! Further, the Chet 
represents the WALL OF A TENT originally depicted in the form of what would 
resemble a ladder or helical spiral much like the above Figure 8! Powerful 
connections to the DNA helix and the ladder of Jacob’s dream can be deduced 
from the message of the Chet!  
 

Note the Tequfah! 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Analemma_Earth.png#filelinks


It should not be lost on the reader that the Sun/Son represents the King who 
traverses the Heavens. The letter Chet is seen representing the constellational sign 
of Capricorn or Gedi which has been called the ‘Mansion of the Kings’ throughout 
antiquity! Does it surprise you that Melek (King) – Zedek (Righteous) or 
Melchizedek Creation Covenant Calendar is designed to mirror the WAY OF THE 
KING? Moreover, the Hebrew word Gedi, H#1423, ידג , implies a goat for 
sacrifice, to cut off. Indeed, the message of these two conjoined signs – the 
Analemma and Capricorn – remind us of the importance of the restoration of the 
proper understanding of the Creation Melchizedek Calendar thus, allowing for the 
synchronization of the open doors to the Kings’ Chambers during the intimate Holy 
Convocations!  
 
In our last teaching we examined why Lucifer sought to exalt his throne above the 
stars of Elohiym in the Sides of the North. It should not be overlooked that the Sun 
seeks out the THRONE located in the Northern Most Position after crossing the 
Tequfah of Spring making the calculation of all other divine appointments 
contingent upon getting the Shadow correct! If we’re off the least, then our access 
to the SIDES OF THE NORTH may coincide with the forged calendar of Lucifer!  
 
As we continue, the Hebrew word for 8 is Shemoneh, H#8083, הנמש , the same 
root that gives us Shemesh, H#8121, שמש , Sun, the Stellar Body represented by 
the center Branch of the Menorah. As alluded to early on, YHVH is a parabolic 
teacher. The figure 8 example of the Sun’s path is clearly seen prophetically 
portrayed in the most visible 7 planets including the sun by the Ancients, this was 
mirrored in the Covenant Between the Pieces with Abraham, where 2-halves of a 
sacrifice are separated while a Smoking Furnace walks between. 
 

Calculating the Set Times 
 

Most remember that Judah went into captivity for failing to allow the land its’ 
Sabbaths or Shmitta cycle rests. When does the Shmitta begin? At the end of the 6th 
year, beginning of the 7th. The previous 6-years represent bondage, i.e. darkness 
perpetuated. Thus, as the 7th year dawns it indicates light being introduced. If we 
calculate 6-years at 360-days we arrive at 2160-days, the DAWN of the following 
day would be day number 2161 and would begin year 7. Ironically, it takes approx. 
2160-years for the VERNAL EQUINOX’S SHADOW EVENT to move from one 
constellation to another, i.e. a changing of Zodiacal Signs beginning a new 
day/year! If man is indeed allowed a 6000-yr reign on the earth, you have: 



360x6000 = 2,160,000. Clearly, if you miss the Tequfah’s Shadow, you miss the 
Shmitta! Appropriately, the Weekly Sabbath serves as a Shmitta as well! 
 
Now, without understanding the Tequfah’s Shadow at equinox, one cannot 
chronicle the proper start to a new year, therefore any attempt to predict the future 
based on Biblical numbers is futile at its’ best! Frankly, neither can the Lunar, 
Lunar/Solar calendars provide the insight necessary to accurately understand End-
Time Prophesy. Hence, the mystery of Daniels’ 1260, 1290, and 1335-days! Did 
you note the 1260? Could Daniel be speaking of a literal 3 ½ years or perhaps 
hinting at the changing of the Zodiacal Signs or perhaps both? Do you remember 
that same Sun-Clothed woman we’ve mentioned earlier going into her place where 
she is fed for 1260-days (Rev.12:6)?  
 
If we understand the Constellational Signs, just prior to Bethulah or Virgo, we have 
the 5th month Sign of Aryeh or Leo the lion, though it represents Judah, it also 
points toward Babylon whose symbol was that of a Lion, The 6th month sign 
Bethulah, is commanded to COME OUT OF BABYLON – The sign after Bethulah 
is that of the 7th month - Moznayim or Libra, the Sign of the Scales. It portends 
being weighed in the balance. She is sent into Libra at what begins a 1260-day, 3 ½ 
year season! She goes into exile between Trumpets and Yom Kippur and 3 ½ years 
later exits between Nissan 1 and Pesach! Neither of which can be determined 
accurately without the Shadow! 
 
Additionally, the 1290-days cannot be understood without the Shadow properly 
initiating 12-months of 30-days! 1260 gives us 42-months, 3 ½ years. 1290 – 43-
months. There are180-days in every given Convocational Cycle, Pesach – Sukkot, 
with 7 periods of 180-days in 3 ½ years or 1260-days. 
 
If we expect a major event to occur, most likely it will be at the advent of one of 
those Appointments. The idea of 1290-days or 43-months is puzzling unless one 
grasps that you cannot fix this date without considering the festival that many 
spurn – PURIM – which takes place 30-days – 1-month prior to Pesach an event 
which could ignite the above Prophetic Cycle! This leaves us with the 1335, the 
most difficult Prophetic KEY! It also seems to include a convocation that many 
feel is not biblical – Hanukkah – yet, if we follow its’ pattern and the Holy Place is 
desecrated as this festival typifies, then the calculations could begin on the 10th day 
of the 7th month (Yom Kippur) giving us 1260-days, add that months remaining 20 
days, the 30-days of the following 8th month and finally, the 25th day of the 9th 
month for an additional 75-days you have a total of: 1260 + 75 = 1335. NONE of 
these can be calculated if we’re not adhering to the Melchizedek Creation 



Covenant that establishes an EXACT start and end of each day (Dawn to Dawn) 
Month and Year! All underscored by the Shadow at equinox which is illustrated in 
absolute authority by 3 mentions in the Tanach, with Hezekiah! 
 
The above calculations and their relationship to the Teshuvah Shadow or Tequfah 
are indisputable once put in place alongside the Holy convocations. It is our 
heartfelt desire that these notes have awakened you to the evidence of the Creation 
Covenant Calendar and how to prepare for the appointments that Abba has 
prepared for YOU in the days ahead. Jer. 29:11 
 
For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, saith YHVH, thoughts of Shalom, 
and not of evil, to give you an expected end.  
 
*Note …Expected, H#8615, הוקת , tiqva, has the same Qoph-Vav root as Tequfah 
while ‘end’, H#319, תירחא , acharit, the end or future time. Posterity, the LAST 
DAYS. That which tarries.  
 
It is my opinion that this same prophecy given Israel for the time after they leave 
Babylon, is still in effect for those of us who’re now ‘Coming Out of Her’…Rev. 
18:4 We have a promised Tequfah that will enable us to throw off the constraints of 
the Babylonian Curse! 
 
Shabbat Shalom! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 


